Welcome to our July newsletter!

Dear Friends,

As we venture into the middle of the year, it is essential to take a moment to reflect on the current state of our world. While it may seem daunting at times, it is crucial to recognize the opportunities for change and transformation that lie before us. Together, we can overcome barriers and build a brighter future for humanity and nature.

Within this edition of our newsletter, we are eager to bring forth a collection of uplifting news and noteworthy events to share with you. We are thrilled to unveil our new logo and website! Our team has been working diligently to create an updated visual identity that reflects our commitment to innovation and inclusivity. Explore our redesigned website, offering improved navigation and enhanced user experience.

As part of our dedication to recognizing transformative policies worldwide, we are pleased to announce the final contenders for the Future Policy Award 2023. You can also learn more about significant strides towards protecting our oceans, that we and others received the prestigious 2023 United Nations Human Rights Prize for successfully advocating the right to a clean, healthy, and sustainable environment, and much more!

The approach remains the same: We strive for a healthy and sustainable planet with just and peaceful societies – now and in the future.

We thank you for your ongoing support and trust that you relish the reading experience!
New Logo and Website

Everything we do today - or do not do - has an impact on future generations. Change is constant, so is our work, even if we still follow the same mission. With that, it's time to present you a new look and reshape while staying true to ourselves. Our new logo perfectly aligns with the cornerstones of our new strategy and mission, but basically it is a modern shape of recalling what the wfc stands for since the beginning: Progress, diversity and moving forward for future generations.

Take a look >>

FPA 2023: For a toxic-free world
We have announced the finalists of the Future Policy Awards 2023! The winners will be announced at the award ceremony on 28.9.2023 in the context of the 5th World Chemicals Conference.

Learn more >>

R2HE wins UN Human Rights Prize

As part of the Global Coalition of Civil Society, Indigenous Peoples, Social Movements, and Local Communities for the Universal Recognition of the Human Right to a Clean, Healthy, and Sustainable Environment, we are one of the recipients of the prestigious 2023 United Nations Human Rights Prize. The coalition is awarded for its essential role in advocating for the recognition of the right to a healthy environment by the UN General Assembly (UNGA) in July 2022.

Read more >>

Protecting the oceans
The WFC has successfully campaigned for an **agreement to protect the world's oceans**. Marine biologist Ralf Sonntag sees this as the crucial point to be able to overcome the species protection crisis.

**Read here >>**

**WFC demands for the UN Future Summit**

The WFC and their partners invited **civil society organisations** to a **meeting on the UN Future Summit** in Berlin on 24 May 2023. Civil society demands in the context of relevant aspects such as the security of peace and justice were presented to the German government, which is co-chairing the summit with Nambia.

**Further information >>**
Be part of the solution!
Become a WFC supporter

Your support makes a difference! We give a voice to future generations and stand up for their rights by providing policy tools to empower millions of people around the world. Become a supporter by contributing on a regular basis to make the world a more sustainable place.